NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 7 2009

Quick Answers

1. balance
2. claws
3. hiding
4. sensitive
5. stomach
6. beginning
7. particles
8. advertisement
9. thought
10. length
11. dangerous
12. finally
13. accessible
14. vehicle
15. peaceful
16. variety
17. overnight
18. grateful
19. fatigued
20. cupboard
21. intelligence
22. impossible
23. atmosphere
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24. height
25. kilojoule
26. excitement
27. shriek
28. reluctant
29. Antarctic
30. convenience
31. would’ve
32. 1st bubble
33. quickly
34. were
35. better
36. Whose
37. I have completed all the assigned tasks.
38. How will you make it
39. 2nd bubble
40. the
41. to
42. they
43. Quietly he asked, “Where did you leave it?”
44. was
45. ellipsis
47. I’d
48. The coach and my brother were late for the match last week.
49. There are two brightly coloured parcels on the bench.

50. with which

51. “I’m so hot!” exclaimed Tim.

52. 2nd and 3rd bubbles – “Congratulations!”

53. in recognition

54. were interesting

55. recently

56. with what

57. is, I think, to be